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EGENDARY South Louisiana guitar great,
Guitar Gable, has passed on Saturday, January
28, having succumbed to a massive heart
attack in route from a nursing facility to Opelousas
General Health System.Toward the end of his life,
his health had deteriorated incrementally, as he
suffered a series of debilitating strokes. He was 79.
Had Guitar Gable just remained the formidable instrumentalist that he was, he would
have been no more than a footnote in this
territory’s rich musical history, for there was
no paucity of prodigious guitar players of his
generation, including Phillip Walker, Roscoe
Chenier, Classie Ballou, James Johnson, Danny
James, or Paul “Lil’ Buck” Sinegal, just to
name a few. For if, as the song goes, there
were “1352 guitar pickers in Nashville,” this
fertile musical crescent which stretched from

l-r:

New Orleans to Port Arthur,TX, at any given
moment could have boasted of an equal or
greater number of positively scintillating axe
men. But what set Guitar Gable (and his band)
apart from the rest was that he was credited as
being an architect of Swamp Pop, that particular brand of blue-eyed soul music indigenous
to South Louisiana—a hybrid of C&W, New
Orleans R&B, Cajun, and black Creole elements. Moreover, his group became the prototype of the renowned Crowley Studio Band,

the initial supporting cast for all the magnificent Excello “Swamp Blues” produced there
by J.D. Miller in the 50s and 60s whereby it
would forge a signature sound every bit as
distinctive as Motown’s Funk Brothers or the
syncopated second line shuffle of Cosimo
Matassa’s Crescent City studio stalwarts.
Guitar Gable, one of ten children, was born
Gabriel Perrodin in Bellevue, LA (St. Landry
Parish), a small sharecropping community near
Opelousas on August 17, 1937. He remembered that his father, Androl Perrodin, in his
younger days played harmonica and accordion
for house parties and that soon older brothers,
Charles and Oliver, entertained in the same
manner as a fiddler and guitarist. “He [his
father] played that ole timey French folk music
like Clifton [Chenier] used to do when he got
started, but he was still my inspiration,” he said;
so much so, that at ten years old, he and yet
another older sibling, Landry, sold garden seeds
door to door to save up enough money for a
Gene Autry model acoustic guitar, a popular
catalogue item of Sears Roebuck & Co of that
era. Not long after acquiring this treasure, he
and Landry, as a duet, were taking up where

Joseph Zeno, Albert Davis, Guitar Gable, Freddie Lebien, circa 1954
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Miller wouldn’t have any of it after hearing my
voice,” he added.
His fledgling R&B outfit,the Swingmasters,
would last for a year and a half, until a local
parish priest, Father
C O N T I N U E D
Mallett (some sources
say Millet), felt compelled to step in, and
this inter vention
would also substantially change the group’s
fortune in the person
of Bernard Jolivette.
As a man of the cloth
(also Bellevue’s Christ
the King parochial
school’s English teacher), he had to endure a
lot of criticism for his
enthusiasm for what
some of the congregation deemed the
“devil’s music,” which
he played as DJ during recess and teen
hops. Mallett was growing increasingly concerned that Zeno’s reputation, including street
hustling, drinking, and womanizing, would be
contributing to the delinquency of his proGuitar Gabriel, Winston-Salem, 1992
tege, Gabriel Perrodin, who at the time was
photo : tim duffy
still a minor of eighteen years. His motive of
their father had left off, and, in the process, introducing the more mature, solid veteran to
were also enjoying quite a following in the the Swingmasters was not only to upgrade the
region. Citing another influence, Lightnin’ musicianship but also to counter the negative
Slim (Otis Hicks), who was then recording influence of Zeno.
for J.D. Miller’s Feature label, the self-taught
And Jolivette, unbeknownst to Mr. Gable,
Mr. Gable thereafter
had quite a resume. The
upgraded to a Fender
future King Karl was born
Telecaster electric
in Grand Coteau, LA, on
guitar “so that I could
December 22, 1931, but
produce that same
spent his formasting that was in his
tive years in Sunset,
playing.”
near Opelousas. He
At sixteen in 1954,
claimed that his
Mr. Gable formed
principal musical
his own band, the
influence derived
Swingmasters, and
from an uncle,
accepted his first proJohn Abes, who
fessional gig at the
lived nearby and
Gypsy Tea Room
who played both
in Abbeville, a town
piano and accorsouth of Lafayette, the
dion, the latter
birthplace of singer/
not in a modern
songwriter Bobby
zydeco fashion, but
King Karl, late ‘50s
Charles (Guidr y)
in the old French
publicity photo
and famed blues sesor La La style.
sion percussionist,
Demonstrating an
Warren Storm (Schexnider). “I was really too early aptitude in both instrumental
young to be admitted, but 21-year-old Joseph and vocal technique while in school,
Zeno, the drummer of the outfit, acted like the thirteen-year-old took up the
my guardian,” he said. Other band mates were saxophone and with classmates
singer/guitarist, Albert Davis, and horn man, formed his first band. A few years
Freddie LeBien (some have this as Levine). thereafter he was recruited by a local
“They even let me sing a little, though I never accordionist, Howard Broussard, to
sang on any of my own recordings. No, Mr. play guitar and handle some vocal
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chores. In 1949, he moved to Beaumont, TX,
to seek employment, eventually working in a
veterinary hospital and later for the railroad.
A highlight of this period was a short stint
as singer with the
Lloyd Price orchestra at the venerable
Raven club. At that
time, Price was touring heavily, promoting his 1952 blockbuster, “Lawdy Miss
Clawdy (Specialty
#428).” Nonetheless,
any of Jolivette’s
musical aspirations in
the Lone Star State
abruptly evaporated
with the death of his
father, prompting his
return to Opelousas
to support his family. In 1953, not long
after settling down in
his former homestead
and finding a construction job in Lake Charles,
he was drafted into the U.S. Army and sent to
Fort Hood, TX, and eventually on to Korea,
just as the war was winding down. Honorably
discharged in May, 1955, he again returned to
the Grand Coteau area where he toiled in a
sweet potato kiln.
Although Mr. Gable acknowledged Father
Mallett’s nose for talent, he was still skeptical
about welcoming aboard a currently inactive singer/songwriter with whom he was so
unfamiliar, but nonetheless, allowed the persistent Jolivette to sit in one night with the
Swingmasters at Joe’s Place in Rayne. And
much to the delight of the crowd, he more than

Lazy Lester,
1994

just passed his impromptu audition. “[After showed an occasional song writhis performance] I felt right away it was the ing flair and would go on later to
right move to make to quit the Swingmasters author both sides of what would
and maybe Zeno was feeling the vibes, too. become Excello #2108, “Cool,
Anyway, I left him a week later at Roger’s Nite Calm, and Collected” bw “It’s
Club on the Breaux Bridge Highway. He took Hard But It’s Fair,” a disk that
it better than I expected,” said the bluesman. sold substantially well in South
Mr. Gable later learned that the shady Zeno Louisiana.
had come to an untimely and ignominious
Convinced now that the group
end in a street brawl in California. “It wasn’t had enough material with which
a surprise, really. He was always looking for a to record, Mr. Gable in 1956 took
quick money deal anywhere and anytime,” he the whole crew down to Lake
added.
Charles with the expectation of
In recounting the rather brief existence utilizing the late Eddie Shuler’s
of his first group, he also wanted to clarify a Goldband studio at 313 Church St
popular misconception. The aforementioned to that end. But upon arrival, they
J.D. Miller, the notorious Crowley, LA, engi- found that there was some kind of
neer and producer, was fond of bestowing conflict in the scheduling and no
colorful, catchy, monikers on most of the art- session ensued. On the way back,
ists of his stable, both white and black---Lazy the guitarist remembered that J.D.
Lester (Leslie Johnson), Lonesome Sundown Miller had such a facility at 218
(Cornelius Green), Slim Harpo (James N. Parkerson Ave. in Crowley.
Wayne Shuler with Katie Webster,
Moore), and Lightnin’ Slim (Otis Hicks)--- So, acting on a hunch, they paid
Lake Charles, LA, circa 1960
just to name a few. “Everyone assumed it was a call. Although the late Miller’s
photographer : unknown
J.D. who gave me my nickname. But it was Master Track enterprises as 413 N.
actually Joseph Zeno,”
Parkerson
asserted the guitarAve, now run by son, Paramount #9774) in 1956.And the timing of
ist. And neither does
Mark Miller, was always the group could not have been more critical
Miller receive credit
considered state-of-the- in that Miller was searching for more talent
for inventing Bernard
art, the old Modern to supplement that of his first Excello artist,
Jolivette’s sobriquet.
Music Center (which it Lightnin’ Slim.
“Back in the early
replaced) decidedly was
Miller had by then signed a special lease
50s, there was this
not. “It was a small room arrangement with Ernie Young of the
disk jockey in Eunice
with boxes piled in the Nashboro label at 177 Third Ave in Nashville,
that went by the name
corners. Miller had to TN, by which Young would distribute (and
of Carl King. I just
get some help to move assiduously plug via intrepid and pioneerswitched it around,”
stuff around so that he ing disk jockeys Gene Nobles, John R.
said the singer.
could position the mikes [Richbourg], and Bill “Hoss” Allen over
Now with the
properly. I think that that 50,000 watt clear channel WLAC) the recordaddition of Jolivette,
day some studio regu- ings of all of Miller’s R&B acts on his roster
this new group was
lars—his young son, Bill, in exchange for the publishing (Excellorec
then christened Guitar
Lazy Lester, and Clifford Music, BMI) residuals. Moreover, Young was
Gable and the Musical
“Pee Wee” Trahan [aka the proprietor of a thriving mail order busiKings, featuring King
Jericho Jones], a fine ness through his own Ernie’s Record Mart,
Karl. After several perwhite guitarist---came which too was trumpeted over the same airsonnel changes early
to our reson, the band would
cue,” said
eventually welcome Clarence “Jockey” Etienne, 1993 Mr. Gable.
aboard Mr. Gable’s
Despite
younger brother,
the rather
Clinton “Fats” Perrodin on bass, John Johnson primitive recording conditions,
on piano, and Clarence “Jockey” Etienne on the first session would yield a
drums. And to say the least, the ensemble’s duo of national R&B smashrepertoire expanded rapidly with the inclu- es---in fact two double-sided
sion of the prolific Jolivette’s compositions. “I hits---“Congo Mombo,” a hot
was even writing songs while I was attend- up-tempo instrumental coupled
ing my night school classes,” said King Karl in with Jolivette’s plaintive ballad,
an interview with Shane Bernard. But Guitar “Life Problem” (#2082), and
Gable, who could not read music, also had a the only slightly less successfew numbers up his sleeve as well.“One night ful, similarly juxtaposed “Guitar
in New Iberia, Jockey was playing some kind Rhumbo” with “Irene” (#2094).
of drum beat and it reminded me of ‘Frankie In fact, the former platter made
and Johnnie.’ So I kind of went along with such a country wide splash that it
it. That’s how ‘Congo Mombo’ was born,” he was covered on the pop charts by
l - r : Johnnie Allan and Lil’ Bob, 1988
said in the Bernard interview. Mr. Gable also Muvva “Guitar” Hubbard (ABCMOJOWORKIN.COM | SUMMER
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for J.D. Miller and from Mr. Gable’s depiction, it that the agreement was ironclad, essentially
this employment was tantamount to inden- binding the band to him until the end of the
tured servitude. Its contract with him called for decade.
one year with four renewable options (his deciBut the band’s association with Mr. Miller
sion only). In fact, Miller, fearing tampering by went beyond just his assignment of gigs. This
other entrepreneurs like himself, as agent, kept “obligation” also entailed extensive studio
C O N T I N U E D
a tight rein on its itinerary, strictly curtailing work, also at his price and discretion. So in fact,
its travel to within the “friendly confines” of Guitar Gable and the Musical Kings became
waves, reaching at night nearly one-third of Louisiana and east Texas. For example, Miller for five years the house band at Crowley, before
the United States and parts of Canada.
occasionally would book them as far west it was replaced by what now is acknowledged
On the heels of these initial sensations, as Bubba Lutcher’s in Lake Charles and the as the Legendary Crowley Studio Band of
Guitar Gable and the Musical Kings were Pleasure Pier in Port Arthur,TX, as far south as drummerWarren Storm, pianist Katie Webster,
propelled into the spotlight and they quick- Carter’s in Donaldsonville, as far east as LSU’s tenor Lionel Torrence (Provost), bassists Bobby
ly became the toast of the territory. “We Kappa Sigma fraternity in Baton Rouge, and McBride and Rufus Thibodeaux, and guitarist
played all the hot spots—big road houses as far north as the Highland Park Country Al Foreman.“We’d be on call day and night to
like the Southern Club and Moonlight Inn Club in West Monroe and Tuxedo Junction back up practically everybody Miller brought
in Opelousas, the Evangeline and Hix Wagon of Shreveport. But he preferred to steer the in---Carol Fran, Lonesome Sundown, Classie
Wheel Club in Ville Platte, the
Ballou, Leroy Washington, Lazy
Clover Club in Lacassine, the
Lester, and Slim Harpo. One
Carousel in Baton Rouge, and
fellow we never helped was
the Rainbow in Kaplan. But
Lightnin’ Slim, though, because
there were many teen center gigs,
he played almost like a one-man
like those in Eunice on Saturday
band, really spare and simple,” said
night and Lafayette on Fridays,”
Guitar Gable. Some of the classaid the guitarist. When asked
sic Excello “Swamp Blues” numabout segregation policy of some
bers of this period created with
of these “white only” clubs, Mr.
the assistance of Musical Kings
Gable reiterated an all too familincluded “I’m A King Bee,” “I’ve
Guitar Gable,
iar reply.“Yeah, we got that reguGot Love If You Want It,” and
1993
lar back door treatment. I can’t
“Sugar Coated Love.” No matsay we agreed with it or liked it.
ter whom you might ask, they
But in those days, it was underwould all agree that Miller was a
stood,” he confessed.
perfectionist and stern taskmaster.
When Mr. Gable was asked
Suffice it to say that he did not
whether it also mattered that
suffer fools, especially those that
Mr. Miller could justify taking
lacked musicianship and who
half the writer’s credit from both
could not or would not accomJolivette and himself by merely
modate his wishes to fabricate his
changing a lyric or two and then
brand of blues in the studio. So it
applying his accustomed pseudonym under Musical Kings to the real “bread and butter” was quite a tribute when Miller utilized practhe title, James West, he answered, “You know venues, wherein they would be better known tically the whole of Mr. Gable’s outfit for all his
back then all we wanted was a little fame, get- and thus big draws, like local watering holes recording undertakings of that era. “We even
ting played on the radio, and working regularly such as the Rebop Club in St. Martinsville played behind Warren Storm’s (a white Cajun
six days a week. That was like honey in the and the Clover Parlor and Whet’s Lounge in singer and future session drummer) Top 40 hit,
butter. And, to tell the truth, I forgot about the Lafayette and he even acquired a brand new ‘Prisoner’s Song’ (Nasco #6015),” said drumroyalties.We all did.”Averaging about $150 per Volkswagen bus for this purpose. Still, despite mer Etienne, who was well known to Miller,
engagement, to this unit it was like a king’s this regional recognition, Mr. Gable always having supplied the backbeat to artist, Little
ransom. “I can’t speak for the others but I was thought the group could have gone much fur- Victor (Phillips), on his Feature label in 1954.
just a little awe-struck because I was still in ther.“Everybody else that had a smash like we
In all fairness, being just a vocalist and alto
high school. I had to get special permission did went on the road to promote it. Not us,” saxophonist, King Karl, can never be lumped
from the principal to do the performances,” said Mr. Gable, who even sought out a lawyer in with this illustrious quartet, but Jockey
he added.
to escape the constraints of this “bad deal” (to Etienne recalled that Jolivette often contribBut the Musical Kings were also working use his expression). Nonetheless, Miller saw to uted some of the percussion effects with what-
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ever Miller had handy in the studio, including
folded up newspapers, empty cardboard boxes,
and even hardware, in order to apply that signature “thump,” or bottom, to these recordings. And Lazy Lester, who often assumed a
similar role as the singer, can attest to Miller’s
penchant for improvisation in the facility.
Near the end of the Musical Kings’ tenure
with J.D. Miller, one of King Karl’s compositions again struck the proverbial pay dirt—
“This Should Go on Forever”—but by the
eighteen-year-old Rod Bernard, another
white Cajun singer. Originally recorded on
February 22, 1957, it was a personal favorite
of the vocalist but Miller thought it had no
commercial potential (even when rerecording it later for the aforementioned Bernard),
and left it to molder in the vaults nearly two
years before releasing it (#2153), but only
after Bernard’s version was already climbing the charts (finally peaking at #20 on the
national survey in March, 1958). Originally
issued on Floyd Soileau’s Jin records (#105)
ofVille Platte in late 1958, it proved to be such
a phenomenon that Soileau, with his limited
distribution network, was constrained to seek,
a larger, more experienced firm to maximize
its sales. One of the eager suitors, the famed
R&B indie, Chess records of Chicago, with
its subsidiary Argo (#5327), eventually won
the bidding. And J.D. Miller didn’t mind this
arrangement in the least, since he could now
claim both the publishing (Jamil, BMI) and
half the writer’s royalties for this huge seller.
In addition, he could also recover a healthy
stipend from the belated launch of the initial
R&B rendition on Excello.
“I first heard them (the Musical Kings) do
the song at the Moonlight Inn on Highway
190 in Opelousas and the melody really
haunted me. I always wondered why they
didn’t record it.When I asked King Karl about
it, I could see he was disappointed that J.D. had
completely ignored it. But I was determined
to learn it for myself,” said Rod Bernard. His
perseverance paid off, as the always affable and
accommodating Karl, guitar in hand, taught
him the basic chords from his front porch,
after which Bernard raced over to radio station KSOL in Lafayette to tape a demo while
his memory was still fresh. Upon hearing
the rough approximation of the tune, Floyd
Soileau instinctively knew he had a winner
on his hands.
Later while on a promotional tour in
Chicago (he would go on to perform on Dick
Clark’s American Bandstand in Philadelphia,
the Milt Grant Show in Washington, D.C.,
and the Buddy Deane Show in Baltimore),
Bernard vividly remembered an incident
related to his interpretation of “This Should
Go on Forever.” He was seated at the breakfast table of a hotel on South Michigan Ave
with the principals of Chess, Leonard and
Phil (family name Czyz), and their publicist
Max Cooperstein. They inquired if he had

heard the song being played over the radio.
When Bernard responded in the affirmative,
that he had heard the Musical Kings’ original
take over WLAC the previous night, the furious Leonard Chess had Cooperstein make a
hasty phone call. After returning, Cooperstein
confidently declared, “Well, that’s the last time
that’s going to happen,” which may explain
why the Excello platter never took off. It was
business as usual for the movers and shakers of
the music industry in the 50s.
Having penned the aforementioned “This
Could Go on Forever,” “Irene,” and “Life
Problem,” Jolivette has been credited in some
circles with inventing the signature South
Louisiana “Swamp Pop” genre of music. And
even Mr. Gable’s “It’s Hard But Its Fair” fits
this scheme, a two chord E-flat, B-flat ballad
formula with triplets. Perhaps then the songs
of the Musical Kings provided the template
for all the easily identifiable exemplars of this
style to follow suit, like “Mathilda” by Cookie
(Huey Thierry) and the Cupcakes, “Lonely
Days and Lonely Nights” by Johnnie Allan
(Guillot), “Breaking Up Is Hard to Do” by
Jivin’ Gene (Bourgeois) and the Jokers, and
“Sea of Love” by Phil Phillips.These were but
a few of the scores of songs that ascribed to
this minor chord progression. Scholar Shane
Bernard (son of Rod) in an interview asked
Jolivette about his role in this controversy
regarding the provenance of this type of music
and the vocalist responded, “I don’t know
anything about this Swamp Pop business. I
just thought it was the blues [I was writing].”
Nonetheless, whatever the source of his inspiration, he and his band contributed mightily
to both the foundation and promulgation of
this momentous musical movement unique to
Acadiana.
In all, J.D. Miller released six Guitar Gable
singles (and one by King Karl). The producer
must have had loftier ambitions for this group,
because he left no less than forty of its masters in the can, a few of which saw the light
of day when issued on Bruce Bastin’s UK
Flyright label in 1984—Guitar Gable: Cool
Calm Collected (FLY 599). But as the novelty of
the band’s particular sound eventually faded,
drummer Jockey Etienne quit the group in
1960. He would spend the 60s on the road
backing such soul luminaries as Joe Simon,
Solomon Burke, Bobby Powell, and Johnny
Adams before hooking up with zydeco accordionist, Fernest Arceneaux, and the Thunders
in the 70s and 80s.At his death in 2015, he was
leading another zydeco ensemble, the wildly
popular and well-travelled Creole Zydeco
Farmers. But his departure at that juncture
was fairly inconsequential, since Mr. Gable
was drafted in the U.S. Army soon thereafter.
Mr. Gable received his basic training at Ft.
Hood,TX, and then was transferred to Ft. Dix,
NJ; whereupon he was shipped from New
York to Bremen, Germany. In Munich, where
he was ultimately stationed, he managed to

Floyd Soileau

Al Foreman and Warren Storm

J.D. Miller

Rod Bernard
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music for the next three decades. Citing health
reasons, he eventually moved to and settled in
Mesa, AR, where his career was resuscitated in
the mid-90s by Chicago native and Scottsdalebased harp player/club owner/radio host, Bob
C O N T I N U E D
Corritore.
Now on his own by the end of the 60s, Mr.
form a combo with his comrades-in-arms in
Gable was also a family man with two small
the barracks and would perform on the base.
sons to feed, Joseph (b.1964) and Gabriel, Jr. (b.
Nevertheless, what he recalls most about his
1966), the latter affectionately known as Pandy.
military experience was not the camaraderie
Since lucrative venues were becoming either
but the climate shock. “I’ll never forget that
scarce or sporadic in nature, he was forced to
Christmas crossing [Atlantic] and those harsh
find a day job and finally sought a position as
Munich winters. Was I ever glad to get back
a T.V. repair man driving a trouble truck for
home,” he confessed.
Montgomery Ward & Co., the now extinct
During Mr. Gable’s two-and-a-half years in
retail giant which then could offer both a
the service, his partner, King Karl, took charge
generous retirement and hospitalization plan
of what was left of the Musical Kings and
for all employees. But as a condition of being
eventually ended up in Nashville at the headhired, he had to attend trade school, a commitquarters of Excello records, but not before
ment which consumed the last three years of
proffering its proprietor, Ernie Young, a demo
the decade. “I had all the time in the world to
in advance.This “calling card,” so
practice, now, ‘cause all the gigs
At Swampwater’s club, 1998,
to speak, was recorded at Lloyd
were gone. So that’s what I didl - r : Joann Bernard, C.C. Adcock,
Renaud’s house in Opelousas.
--stayed sharp and hoped for
Rod Bernard, Clifford Antone
Reynaud, the brother of sax
the best,” he said, who officially
man, Hot Rod, a member of
disbanded the last incarnation of
Cookie and the Cupcakes’
the Musical Kings in 1968.
horn section, also would go
In the middle 70s, despite
on to record bluesmen Jay Jay
the advent of the disco craze,
Caillier and Roscoe Chenier
live music made somewhat of a
for his own label, Reynaud, in
comeback in South Louisiana. A
the early 60s. In short, Young
sudden oil boom brought overwanted King Karl, but, probnight prosperity to Lafayette, a
ably fearing retribution from
major player in the Gulf (offMiller, recorded him under the
shore) petroleum industry.
pseudonym, Chuck Brown,
When the economy picked
eventually releasing two singles
up dramatically, people in turn
on Excello (both now serious
found more disposable income
collector’s items). Although the
to spend on diversions such as
singer was free and clear connight clubs. In 1974, Mr. Gable
tractually from Miller, this latter
had become a member of Lynn
producer exercised his “terriAugust’s supporting cast. The
torial rights” when he got wind of the ruse label, a subsidiary of La Louisianne records blind Mr. August, later to become a zydeco
and blocked the shipment of any singles into of Lafayette, then located at 2823 Johnson St. standout, was then playing the keyboards and
Louisiana. “He had them stopped at the bor- And despite being most ably assisted in this handling the vocals. By 1976, Mr. Gable had
der.That’s how much power he had. But I still endeavor by Mr. Gable, his first effort for this moved on to the Outkasts, an R&B and blues
managed to get my hands on some of them,” logo, a tribute to his former mentor, Lloyd oriented ensemble composed of no less than
said King Karl.
Price, “Just Because” (#2002), outside of juke six band directors from public schools. When
After his hitch in the Army was concluded box play, fell well short of expectations, as asked whether he had to change the playlist
(and about the time he married Gloria Ann did his second, “I’ve Never Been So Wrong” to accommodate a fickle public, he responded
Dargin, who survives him), Mr. Gable wanted (#2007). And it was of little consolation to the in the negative. “The only thing that was difto resume where he left off and attempted to singer that other R&B charter members of ferent was that I was no longer using a Fender
reform the band immediately upon his return. Tamm, including Phil Phillips, Camille “Little” Telecaster but a Bruno Maxitone and later a
But, by that time, the musical landscape had Bob, and Lynn August also fared likewise. In Gretsch. As far as the music went, the college
been altered substantially; so much so, that he 1964, King Karl, hoping for more exposure, kids in particular really appreciated the blues.
was compelled to revamp his whole reper- switched to the higher profile La Louisianne And came out just to see me play,” he said. Mr.
toire. To his chagrin, he discovered that blues imprint with yet another bluesy composition, Gable also recalled that this oil bonanza not only
music was on the wane and that his hereto- “I’m Just Another Lonely Man” (#8047) and reinvigorated the old rooms like the Southern
fore popularity had suffered commensurately, in 1966 recorded his last number for the logo, Club in Opelousas and the Evangeline in Ville
as his group now was losing the battle to the “Blues for Men” (#8080).
Platte but also hastened the opening of many
emerging soul, now the music of choice of the
By the middle of the decade, King Karl, had new urban road houses like Signorelli’s in St.
younger, hipper black generation desperately to not only contend with the shifting tastes Martinville and the Roof Garden in Lafayette.
wanting to shed its “country” image. “Yeah, I in music but also chronic illnesses, including “Yeah, you could say that things were really
had to change horses and play in a complete- bronchitis and asthma. And aside from his pas- hopping back then,” he added.
ly different style, doing numbers like ‘Limbo sion for writing songs, he mostly retired from
After a year or so with the Outkasts, along
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Rock’ and ‘Green Onions,’” he confessed.
And if King Karl and Mr. Gable felt that they
were swimming against the tide of this slicker
cosmopolitan sound, they must have sensed
that they were positively overwhelmed by yet
an altogether new trend which began to hold
sway in Acadiana (and practically everywhere
else) a mere two years after Mr. Gable’s tour of
duty ended.When the British Invasion finally
took root in South Louisiana, it seemed to
be the final nail in the coffin for blues-based
aggregates like the Musical Kings.
Moreover, to make matters worse, King
Karl, having enjoyed his independence in the
absence of his sidekick, was during this time
frame chafing at the bit to execute his own
pet projects, although Mr. Gable was more
than willing to lend a hand as his accompanist.
Desiring to move in a “different direction,”
King Karl struck out on his own and signed
as King Carl with Carol Rachou’s Tamm
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Rehearsal for Festival International 1995, L-R: Chris Hunter,
Pandy Perrodin, C.C. Adcock, Guitar Gable, King Karl, Jason Burns
photo courtesy cc adcock

with bassist brother, Clinton “Fats” Perrodin,
Mr. Gable took up with Camille Bob of the
Lil’ Bob and the Lollipops.The now late vocalist and drummer, Lil’/Little Bob, had since
the 50s been a big attraction in the Lafayette
area. During his long career, he had recorded
for local labels like Floyd Soileau’s Jin in Ville
Platte, J.D. Miller’s Master-Trak,Tamm, and La
Louisianne, although he had signed for a brief
period with a major, Decca. Mr. Bob’s greatest
claim to fame was his song, “I Got Loaded”
(originally La Louisianne, #8067), which
was covered by Los Lobos and used in the
soundtrack of the 1988 cinematic release, Bull
Durham, starring Kevin Costner as a washedup minor league ball player. The royalties
from its appropriation in the film blockbuster
would fetch him a $50,000 windfall.
Mr. Gable’s first association with Lil’ Bob’s
band lasted about three or four years up until
about 1981, around the time the drummer
was granted a long standing engagement
at Toby’s Little Lodge on Route 182 near
Opelousas. And the guitarist cited a combination of circumstances which led to his departure from the music scene. Firstly he was suffering from “burnout,” to use his expression as
the steady grind was taking its toll. “I was still
working days and leaving the club at three in
the morning. My wife told me that I’d have to
let something go. So I did,” he said. Also contributing to this premature retirement during

that time frame was a horrific accident (from
which he received a disability) with his trouble truck wherein he suffered severe injuries
which hampered him playing at 100 %. Lastly,
at that juncture, his son, Pandy, still in high
school was performing at a high level, having
been taught the rudiments of the guitar, and
was willing to step in as a substitute for his
father. When asked if he regretted this selfimposed exile from the club circuit for what
would be a period of fifteen or so years, he
was quick to respond, “I didn’t look back in
the least. I put that guitar in the closet and
didn’t even bother to take it out and tune it.
That’s how tired I was of the business.”
During this decade-and-a-half hiatus in his
musical career, Mr. Gable, who had a strong
sense of justice, first became embroiled in a
lawsuit which pitted him against Music Maker
Relief Foundation, a charitable establishment
devoted to aid indigent bluesmen founded
in 1994 in Hillsborough, NC, by Tim Duffy
and wife Denise. It was Duffy who first
championed and sponsored a down-at-theheels Winston-Salem-based guitarist, Guitar
Gabriel. In fact, Guitar Gabriel was the charter member of this organization and its real
raison d’etre. Nonetheless, this formerly itinerant bluesman, born Robert Lewis Jones
in Decatur, Georgia in 1925, had in the past
popped up in several metropolises throughout
the U.S. under assumed names, such as Nyles

Jones in Pittsburgh who recorded a single
and album for the Gemini label and as Guitar
Gable in the late 70s in Baltimore, where he
was a fixture of the downstairs Marble Bar
of the Congress Hotel (a video performance
of that era is available on YouTube). He also
appeared under the pseudonym, Thomas
Guitar Gable, in San Francisco in the 80s and
his repertoire in every locale was composed of
quite a bit of Gabriel Perrodin’s material, as he
always professed to be the “real” Guitar Gable.
Since this imposter was active in the 80s and
early 90s and the authentic Guitar Gable was
not, the principals of AVI (American Variety
International) records of Los Angeles (agent
Seymour Heller, tunesmith Ed Cobb, and
administrator Ray Harris) saw fit to reward
him with the royalties from the reissued
Excello inventory. It was after the death of
Ernie Young in Nashville in 1977, that AVI in
1979 bought out the entire estate of the record
mogul, lock, stock, and barrel, including not
only the entire Nashboro catalogue (Excello
was a subsidiary) but also his Woodland Studio
in Music City. In short, to right this wrong, Mr.
Gable engaged a Lafayette lawyer (and guitarist), Edward King Alexander, who was friendly
to his cause, and who sued to obtain the misdirected residuals, which in the end proved to
be a wise decision, since AVI sold its Nashboro
holdings to mega label, MCA, in 2000. For Mr.
Gable, it was merely a moral victory, more a
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cerns, could only join his former band mate
on special occasions such as this and during a few future “homecomings,” thereafter
returning to Arizona. Nonetheless, Mr. Gable
would latch on to Lil’ Bob and remain with
C O N T I N U E D
him up until the end of the decade with regular performances at venues like Tiffany’s on
matter of principles, since recouping long lost Route 182 in Opelousas, Paul’s Playhouse in
royalties would have entailed a paper chase nearby Sunset, and Swampwater’s on the old
of prodigious proportions. But he was satis- Bertrand Highway in west Lafayette.
fied that he emerged from this litigation with
In conjunction with this “coming out,”
both his integrity and name still intact. Guitar Mr. Gable was accorded a few opportunities
Gabriel, himself, never witnessed the outcome to record. Ron Vidrine, who owned a groof this protracted process, since he died on cery store with a small recording facility (now
April 2, 1996.
shuttered) in the back at 4526 Prairie Ronde
By 1995, local guitarist, C.C. Adcock, Highway in Plaisance between Opelousas and
finally prevailed upon Mr. Gable to return
to the entertainment arena. Adcock, then
22, a longtime admirer would go on in 1998
to form an all-star South Louisiana music
contingent, Lil’ Band O’ Gold, including
drummer Warren Storm, horn man Dickie
Landry, keyboardist Dave Egan, bassist Dave
Ranson of Bayou Rhythm, and accordion
ace, Steve Riley of the Mamou Playboys.
“[But by the time he came knocking] I was
ready. I really started back because of my son
Pandy. I saw him come and go with all the
bands and doing gigs. I guess I just got that
itch again,” he said. By the way, Pandy, who
credits, along with his father, guitar wizard
Shelton Sonnier, with teaching him his licks,
Guitar Gable, 1998
is in his own right a formidable guitarist and
is much sought after as an accompanist. He’s
played with almost all of the heralded zydeco Ville Platte, was interested in expanding his
outfits of the region, including Roy Carrier stable of artists beyond just the realm of zydeco,
and son Chubby, Beau Jocque, Zydeco which then was experiencing an upsurge in
Force, Chris Ardoin, the Sam Brothers Five, popularity. He had heretofore recorded for
and most recently Rockin’ Dopsie Jr. (David his eponymous label the likes of “Lil’ Pookie”
Rubin). Mr. Perrodin Jr., in fact, would join Seraille, the Zydeco Blazers, Corey Arceneaux,
his father and Adcock onstage April 19, 1995 and Hideaway Zydeco. By 1993,Vidrine had
at Lafayette’s annual Festival International, a savored the success of local bluesman, Roscoe
concert that would first reunite Mr. Gable Chenier’s, first home grown CD (93007),
with King Karl (whose son, Larry, was bass- especially after it was picked up for distribuist in Adcock’s former band, Cowboy Stew tion by Avenue Jazz, a Warner/Elektra/Atlantic
Blues Review). Most certainly the highlight affiliate. Perhaps hoping for a similar outcome,
of that set was the vocal duet of Rod Bernard he in 1995 brought Lil’ Bob into the studio
and King Karl reprising “This Should Go on with band members “Pandy” Perrodin and
Forever.” That year, this same reconfigured his celebrated father and released a CD, I’m
group would make triumphant appearances Back (9610), which however failed to generate
at the Baton Rouge Blues Festival (October the expected enthusiasm. Evidently, another
15) and at Lafayette’s famous blues room, Vidrine project, that of Guitar Gable’s initial
Grant St. In 1996 came similarly memorable domestic album, though promised, never really
engagements at New Orleans’ House of the progressed beyond the planning stage, a severe
Blues and at another blues shrine, Antone’s, disappointment to the bluesman.
which earned the band, via the Austin
Yet another recording of Mr. Gable’s during
Chronicle, a slot on its top ten list of musical this time frame also remains in the can. In 1998
events of the year. Still on a roll, Mr. Gable, Lafayette-born blues aficionado and producer,
along with son, Pandy, and C.C. Adcock in Chad Kassem, moved to Salina, KS, and pur1998 accepted an invitation to play and back chased the First Christian Church at 201 S. 8th
artists such as Roscoe Chenier, Chris Ardoin, St, subsequently converting it into a state-ofLazy Lester, and Lil’ Bob at a huge week- the-art recording facility, Blue Heaven Studios.
end jamboree, the annual Blues Estafette, By 1998, Kassem commenced to host there
in the city of Utrecht in the Netherlands. inside the “Cathedral of Sound,” an annual
Unfortunately, King Karl, due to health con- two-day concert series entitled Blues Masters
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at the Crossroads (Salina is at the intersection
of I-70 and I-135, geographically the center
of the U.S.). Invariably, Kassem would then
record the artists and release on his APO label
an audiophile long play 180 gram vinyl album,
such as in the case of the late Opelousas-based
bluesman,Roscoe Chenier,who in 2005 issued
his eponymous Direct to Disc (APLP2D007). In
the 2002 installment of this sequence of shows,
quite an ambitious affair, Kassem flew most of
his personal Acadiana heroes to Salina to be
part of a “Louisiana Legends” presentation,
including such renowned figures as zydeco
ace, Major Handy, Lazy Lester, Lil’ Buck
Sinegal, singer Carol Fran, guitarist Selwyn
Cooper, pianist Henry Gray, saxophonist John
Hart, Lil’ Bob, Rudy Richard, guitarist Harry
Hipolyte,Warren Storm, Jockey Etienne, King
Karl, and Guitar Gable. “I remember it well.
Chad even taped interviews to get the history
behind the performers such as the one with
Carol Fran and me,” said Warren Storm.When
asked about this notable “omission” from his
sizable catalogue of LPs, Mr. Kassem, who also
runs a pressing plant, swears that this undertaking, so near and dear to his heart, will eventually come to fruition. “You can count on it,”
asserted the record maven, now celebrating his
twentieth anniversary as impresario.
Well into the new millennium, outside of
a few junkets to New Orleans as part of the
Ponderosa Stomp’s Musical Kings (including
Jockey Etienne) reunion iterations of 2002,
2003, and 2004 (King Karl died of a lung ailment in Mesa,AZ, in December 15, 2005), Mr.
Gable was forced by health issues to severely
curtail performing. But even as early as the end
of the 90s, he was relegated to playing mostly
rhythm guitar, the lead parts being covered by
son Pandy or C.C. Adcock, both who conceded to have witnessed this steady decline of
what was his formerly dazzling technique. By
mid-decade, he was crippled even further by a
stroke, arthritis, and the lingering effects of the
aforementioned accident, so that he couldn’t
play at all, an unfortunate condition that caused
him much distress in his later years.
Nonetheless, his particular contribution to
South Louisiana’s grand musical heritage was
recognized even up to the end. In 1998, he
was inducted into the Louisiana Hall of Fame.
On May 1, 2013, Mr. Gable, Warren Storm,
and Jockey Etienne, were named Louisiana
“Legends,” all being recipients of the prestigious Slim Harpo Award in Baton Rouge’s
Manship Theater. And as late as 2016, he was
acknowledged by Faces You Know.While the
town of Sunset decreed that August 17 be
thereafter celebrated as Gabriel Perrodin Day.
Funeral services for this master of the
guitar were held on Friday, February 3,
2003 at St. Charles Borromeo Catholic
Church in Grand Coteau, LA. And Guitar
Gable was laid to rest the same day in the
parish’s cemetery. ■

